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Download free class sheets for your child in practice. These sheets cover the topic of Mga Uri ng Pang-uri or types of adjectives. Classification is a word that describes not a noun) or intimacy (a pronoun). Type 2 type: Type illustration - it says color, smell, taste, size, shape and character. Color - red, yellow, black, white
smell - fragrant, gray taste - delicious, black, sweet size - small, large shape - circle, heart-shaped, star-shaped, square characteristics - beautiful, respectful, typed fertility - it's called words speaking number, volume, or number of names as or number - six, dozen, two kilograms of value - ten pesos, a hundred free
sheets below. We'd appreciate it if you'd share our sheets. Thank you. Displaying all the sheets related to - Word Describing.Worksheets are trained in Filipino, Filipino type, Filipino steps 3 third sign, Filipino steps 2 second sign, Basic Standards of the Department of Education, shades and conflicts, Sharia Click on a
pop-up icon or print icon on a sheet for printing or downloading. The four-leaf PDF below is about Filipino adjectives (sorts) that make up synonym or antonym pairs. You print and distribute these sheets to your children or students, but you don't do it for profit. Two sheets of 15 paragraphs below ask the student to identify
an adjective with a value opposite to what the adjective has. Classes Magkasalungat_2; Responses to class notes Magkasalungat_2 2.  Classes Magkasalungat_3; The answers to the Magkasalungat_3 Two sheets of 25 paragraphs below ask the student to tell the student a pair of adjectives are synonymous with a
couple or an antonym couple. Types of symposiums or Magkasalungat_3; Responses to classes that are synchronized or Magkasalungat_3 4.  Types of sympathises or Magkasalungat_4; Responses to Synthetic Magkasalungat_4 Continue reading class sheets (Part 6) Six pdf sheets below about Filipino adjectives
(classification). They are suitable for elementary school students. You print and distribute these sheets to your students or children, but you don't do it for profit. Two sheets of 15 items below ask the student to bypass the adjective in each cent. 1. Refusal to uri_3; Answers to the recognition Uri_3 2. The beginning of the
uri_4; The answer to the uri_4 Sheet below asks the student to draw a line from the adjective to the image of the noun that the adjective tables. All illustrations are samutsamot_mom. 3. Choice Pang-uri_5; Mga sagot sa Pagpili ng Angkop na Pang-uri_5 Two sheets below ask the student to match the noun with the
correct adjective. The student is also asked to write a sentence using the couple's noun. 4. Pagpili ng Angkop... Continue reading the Pang-uri sheets (Part 5) This is my fourth installment of PDF sheets and their answer keys to Filipino adjectives (Pang-uri). Four out of five sheets below deal with adjectives that are
synonymous (mga pang-uring magkasingkahulugan) and adjectives that are antonyms (mga pang-uring magkasalungat). You can download, print and photocopy for your children or students. If you are a teacher, you can use the sheets to do quizzes or exams. Please do not copy or distribute these sheets for profit. 1.
Kayarian ng pang-uri_1; Mga sagot sa Kayarian ng Pang-uri_1 : This 20-point sheet asks the student to emphasize the adjective in each sentence and determine his type according to his form. The adjective can be classified depending on how the word is formed. It can be a simple word or root word (payak na pang-uri),
an adjective with an affix (pang-uring maylapi), an adjective that is a red word (pang-uring inuulit), or an adjective... Continue reading Pang-uri Sheets (Part 4) Two free pdf sheets below about Filipino adjectives (Pang-uri). You can download, print and photocopy for your students or children. Be a good person without
copying any part of the sheets and/or distributing them for profit. Please check out my previous posts on Pang-uri here and here. 1. Pagtukoy ng Uri ng pang-uri_1; Mga sagot sa Pagtukoy ng Uri ng Pang-uri_1 : This 20-point sheet asks the student to classify the stressed adjective in the sentence as a descriptive
adjective (pang-corral panlaravan), a cardinal adjective (pang-uring pamilang), or as an orderly adjective (pang-uring panunuran). 2. Pagbigay ng Angkop na pang-Pamilang_1; Mga sagot sa Pagbigay ng Angkop na Pang-uring Pamilang_1 : This 20-point sheet asks the student to fill the gap in the sentence with a
cardinal adjective or a serial adjective to make the statement true. Continue reading the Pang-uri sheets (Part 3) Five free pdf sheets below about Filipino adjectives (mga pang-uri). You can download, print and photocopy for your children or students. Good and decent people (I hope you are one of them) will not sell or
distribute these sheets for profit. 1. Pagtukoy ng Kaantasan ng pang uri_3; Mga sagot sa Pagtukoy ng Kaantasan ng Pang-uri_3 : This 20-point sheet asks the student to determine the degree of comparison (lantay, pahambing, o pasukdol) of the stressed adjective in each sentence. Two of the 15 points below ask the
student to write the correct form (correct degree of comparison) of this adjective in order to Center. 2. Writing classes in the right Antas_1; Class Writing answers in the relevant Antas_1 3.  Writing classes in the right Antas_2; The answers to writing the class in the right Antas_2 two sheets below asking students to make
their own... Continue reading Type Sheets (Part 2) Answer Keys are available for Premium subscribers. If you don't see the answer key link, then be a Premium subscriber now! Sheet 1 Here are more sheets for premium members. If you don't see the links below, then be a premium member now! Tags: Class 1 Filipino,
Class 1 Filipino type, class 1 Filipino type sheet, type, type sheet, word describing Showing top 8 sheets in the category - Another type of O Describing Word.Some of the sheets displayed the area of training in Filipino, Filipino Learning, Other Type 6 work, Filipino type 6 work, Filipino steps, Yahoo teaching lesson in its
original reading, Teacher project April 1, 2014, Filipino step 2 second sign. Once you find the sheet, click on the pop-up icon or print icon on the print or download sheet. The sheet will open in a new window. You can download or print using browser document readers. © 2018 abakada.ph. Happily and proudly created by
Mom NikkiSMS: 63 (917) 835.25.93 or by email: Free downloadable sheets for preschoolers, class 1 and 2 students.
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